
 
 

 
 
March 2, 2020 
 
 
 
Ms. Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary  
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, NE 
Washington, DC  20426 
 

 
 
ANR Pipeline Company 
700 Louisiana Street, Suite 700 
Houston, TX  77002-2700 
 
John A. Roscher 
Director, Rates & Tariffs 
 
tel 832.320.5675 
email  John_Roscher@tcenergy.com 
web www.anrpl.com/company_info/ 

Re: ANR Pipeline Company 
 Annual Re-determination of Transporter’s Use and EPC Charges (Part 2 of 2)  
 Docket No. RP20-_____-000 
 
Dear Ms. Bose: 
 
Pursuant to Section 4 of the Natural Gas Act (“NGA”) and Part 154 of the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC” or “Commission”) regulations,1 ANR Pipeline Company 

(“ANR”) respectfully submits for filing and acceptance its annual Re-determination of 

Transporter’s Use and EPC Charges to comply with the fuel and electric power cost re-

determination provisions of Sections 6.1.86 and 6.34 of ANR’s FERC Gas Tariff, Third Revised 

Volume No. 1 (“Tariff”).2 ANR respectfully requests that the Commission accept the tariff 

sections included herein as in Appendix A-1 to become effective April 1, 2020.3  

 
Correspondence 

 
The names, titles and mailing address of the persons to whom correspondence and 

communications concerning this filing should be directed are as follows: 

 

 

                                                 
1 18 C.F.R. Part 154 (2020). 
2 Specifically, 6.1.86 – GT&C, Definitions (“Section 6.1.86”); 6.34 – GT&C, Transporter’s Use and Transporter’s 
EPC Adjustment (“Section 6.34”). 
3 Specifically, Part 4.18 – Statement of Rates, Transporter’s Use (%) (“Section 4.18”); Part 4.19 – Statement of 
Rates, EPC Charge (“Section 4.19”); and Part 5.19 – Rate Schedules, Southeast Area Gathering Service (“Section 
5.19”). 
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David R. Hammel* John A. Roscher 
Director, Commercial and Regulatory Law, Director, Rates & Tariffs 

U.S. Natural Gas Pipelines David A. Alonzo* 
ANR Pipeline Company Manager, Tariffs 
700 Louisiana Street, Suite 700 ANR Pipeline Company 
Houston, Texas 77002-2700 700 Louisiana Street, Suite 700 
Tel. (832) 320-5861 Houston, Texas 77002-2700 
dave_hammel@tcenergy.com Tel. (832) 320-5477 
 david_alonzo@tcenergy.com 
 
* Persons designated for official service pursuant to Rule 2010. 

 

Statement of Nature, Reasons and Basis for Filing 

 
Background 
 
On October 1, 2019, in Docket No. RP20-22-000, ANR filed revised tariff records4 to remove 

backhaul transactions from the listing of services exempt from both the Transporter’s Use (%) 

and EPC Charges, consistent with Commission policy articulated in Texas Eastern.5  On October 

30, 2019, the Commission issued an order accepting ANR’s revised tariff records to become 

effective November 1, 2019, as requested.6 The order allows ANR in any future fuel filings, to 

apply Transporter’s Use (%)s and EPC Charges regardless of direction of flow. ANR’s instant 

filing to re-determinate the Transporter’s Use and EPC Charges, which establishes fuel rates for 

the 2020 fuel tracker period, reflects application of the tariff language approved by the 

Commission’s October 30 Order.7 

 

 

                                                 
4 Specifically, Section 4.18, Section 4.19; and 6.1 - GT&C, Definitions, 5.0.0. 
5 Texas Eastern Transmission, LP, 144 FERC ¶ 61,039, at P 37 (2013) (citing El Paso Natural Gas Co., 129 FERC 
¶ 61,280, at P 26 (2009)) (“Texas Eastern”). 
6 ANR Pipeline Company, 169 FERC ¶ 61,084 (2019) (“October 30 Order”). 
7Additionally, on October 2, 2019, in Docket No. RP19-741-001, the Commission issued an order on rehearing 
rejecting ANR’s explanation how its 2019 fuel filing was consistent with its currently effective Tariff, stating that 
the Commission’s presumption is that all transportation transactions require either gas compressor fuel or, for non-
gas-powered compressors, electric power costs. See ANR Pipeline Company, 169 FERC ¶ 61,003 (2019) (“October 
2 Order”). On October 17, 2019, in Docket No. RP19-741-002, ANR submitted a compliance filing recalculating 
fuel rates for the 2019 fuel filing period (i.e., April 1, 2019 through March 31, 2020) consistent with Texas Eastern 
and the October 2 Order. An order addressing the revised fuel rates is still pending. ANR’s currently effective 
Transporter’s Use (%) and EPC Charges were accepted and suspended, subject to refund, on March 29, 2019. See 
ANR Pipeline Company, 166 FERC ¶ 61,239 (2019) 
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Instant Filing 
 
To comply with the annual fuel and electric power cost re-determination provisions of Section 

6.1.86 and Section 6.34 of ANR’s Tariff, ANR provides herein revisions to its general system 

Transporter’s Use (%)s and EPC Charges for its transportation and storage services. In 

accordance with Section 6.1.86 of the GT&C of ANR’s Tariff, the method used to calculate the 

Transporter’s Use (%)s and the EPC Charges is the “modified transactional throughput” 

methodology.8 However, since no fuel volumes have been retained from shippers on a backhaul 

basis, ANR is unable to calculate a transactional throughput for that transportation. In the instant 

filing, ANR proposes to utilize actual throughput for transportation previously deemed as 

backhaul. 

 

The Transporter’s Use (%)s for ANR’s transportation and storage services are comprised of: (i) 

a current fuel use percentage reflecting ANR’s gas usage in the previous calendar year; and (ii) 

an annual volumetric adjustment reflecting the true-up of over- and under-collections of gas 

during the previous calendar year. 

 
The EPC Charge for ANR’s transportation services is comprised of: (i) a current electric power 

charge reflecting electric power costs incurred by ANR at its Weyauwega compressor station in 

Waupaca County, Wisconsin, during the previous calendar year; and (ii) an annual electric 

power cost adjustment reflecting the true-up of over- and under-collections of electric power 

costs for the previous calendar year and inclusive of carrying charges on the monthly net over- 

and under-collection activity. 

 
The EPC Charge for ANR’s storage services is comprised of: (i) a current electric power charge 

reflecting electric power costs incurred by ANR at its Cold Springs 1 Storage facility located in 

Kalkaska County, Michigan, during the previous calendar year; and (ii) an annual electric 

power cost adjustment reflecting the true-up of over- and under-collections of electric power 

costs for the previous calendar year and inclusive of carrying charges on the monthly net over- 

and under-collection activity. 

 

                                                 
8 Under this methodology, the fuel retained from (or assessed to) shippers during the previous calendar year is used 
to derive the “transactional throughput.” 
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In the instant filing, ANR is proposing a decrease in its Transporter’s Use (%) for storage 

services from 0.74% to 0.73% and a decrease in Transporter’s Use (%) for lost and unaccounted 

for-gas from 0.23% to 0.13%. For transportation service, the summary workpapers included 

herein as Appendix B reflect the application of Transporter’s Use (%)s and EPC Charges to all 

shippers regardless of direction of flow, consistent with the Commission’s October 30 Order.  

 

In general, the data within the summary workpapers in Appendix B reflect increases to the 

transportation paths that were previously considered full or partial backhaul transactions (i.e. 

north-to-south) and exempt from Transporter’s Use (%) and EPC Charges, and a decrease in 

forward haul transportation paths (i.e. south-to-north) resulting from the addition of throughput 

determinants from transactions previously deemed backhaul transactions.9 

 

Further, the workpapers reflect an adjustment to the Transporter’s Use (%) for transportation 

services to reflect over- and under-collection of gas on ANR’s system, including on or through 

the SE Leg. As shown in Appendix B, the adjustment to the Transporter’s Use (%) on the SE 

Leg continues to reflect an under recovery of gas that was primarily driven by increased 

throughput from north-to-south shippers through the segment which resulted in a higher 

utilization of fuel burned. Additionally, ANR was unable to assess fuel charges for service on a 

north-to-south basis which contributed to the under-collection of gas on the SE Leg. With the 

modifications approved by the Commission in the October 30 Order, fuel retained from shippers 

previously exempted from being assessed Transporter’s Use (%) or EPC Charges should 

contribute to the reduction in the overall under-recovered balance in future fuel filings, including 

any under-recovered balance on the SE Leg. Such methodology will also result in a more 

equitable application of Transporter’s Use (%)’s and EPC Charges.  

 

In compliance with Section 154.201(b) of the Commission’s regulations, summary level 

workpapers in support of the re-determined Transporter’s Use (%) matrix, the EPC Charge for 

transportation matrix, and the EPC Charge for storage services are provided in the instant filing 

                                                 
9 For example, the table included in Appendix B on Page 2 of 15 shows that fuel for transportation northbound from 
Zone 2 to Zone 7 will result in a 0.25% decrease in fuel for that route (from 2.31% to 2.06%). However, 
transportation southbound from Zone 7 to Zone 2 was previously considered backhaul, thus fuel was not previously 
charged. Therefore, there will be a 2.06% increase in fuel for this route (from 0.00 to 2.06%) since previously, this 
route was exempt. 
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(Appendix B, Attachments 1, 2, and 3). In order to assist parties in comparing the data used in 

this filing with its Form No. 2 data, ANR is also submitting a reconciliation of the fuel and 

electric power cost data used in this filing with the data to be included in its upcoming Form No. 

2 filing (Appendix B, Attachment 4). Finally, detailed workpapers which provide monthly 

support for company use gas volumes, electric power costs incurred, and the volume of gas 

retained by ANR from its customers are also included herein (Appendices C-1, C-2 and C-3). 

 
Effective Date 

 
ANR respectfully requests that the Commission accept the tariff sections included as Appendix 

A to become effective April 1, 2020. 

 
Other Filings Which May Affect This Proceeding 

 
On October 17, 2019, in Docket No. RP19-741-002, ANR submitted its compliance filing to 

revise Sections 4.18, 4.19, and 5.19 effective April 1, 2019, and apply Transporter’s Use (%)s 

and EPC Charges to all shippers regardless of direction of flow, to comply with the 

Commission’s October 2 Order. An order on ANR’s compliance filing is currently pending.  

 
Contents of Filing 

 
In accordance with Section 154.7 of the Commission’s regulations, ANR is submitting the 

following via its electronic tariff filing: 

1. This transmittal letter; 

2. Clean tariff sections (Appendix A-1); 

3. Marked tariff sections (Appendix A-2); 

4. Summary level workpapers in support of the proposed changes (Appendix B); and 

5. Detail level workpapers in support of the proposed changes (Appendix C-1, C-2, and C-

3). 

 
Certificate of Service 

 
As required by Sections 154.7(b) and 154.208 of the Commission’s regulations, a copy of this 

filing is being served upon all of ANR’s existing customers and interested state regulatory 
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agencies. A copy of this letter, together with any attachments, is available during regular 

business hours for public inspection at ANR’s principal place of business. 

 
Pursuant to Section 385.2005 of the Commission’s regulations, the undersigned has read this 

filing and knows its contents, and the contents are true as stated, to the best of his knowledge and 

belief.  Additionally, the undersigned possesses full power and authority to sign such filing. 

 
Any questions regarding this filing may be directed to David A. Alonzo at (832) 320-5477. 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
ANR Pipeline Company 

 

 
 
 
John A. Roscher 
Director, Rates & Tariffs 
 
Enclosures 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



ANR PIPELINE COMPANY 
DOCKET NO. RP20___-___ 

Re-determination of Transporter’s Use (%)s and EPC Charges 

APPENDIX C 

Detailed Workpapers 

Volume 2 



ANR PIPELINE COMPANY 
DOCKET NO. RP20___-___ 

Re-determination of Transporter’s Use (%)s and EPC Charges 

APPENDIX C-2 

ANR 2019 Fuel Retention 

Appendix C-2 provides by month the actual fuel and L&U retained by rate route as follows: 

Tab 2 – (Continued) Detailed workpapers in support of Tab 1 monthly transportation fuel 
retention levels, which consists of copies of reports generated from ANR’s volume 
allocation system, showing the fuel and L&U volumes allocated by contract.  
(Volume 2 contains May – December, 2019.) 
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